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on what appears to be an abandoned space station. But then strange
things start happening, leading the Jedi to investigate the truth behind
the mysterious station, a truth that could end in tragedy...Enjoy more
adventures from the all-new era of storytelling of the glorious High
Republic:Star Wars: Light of the JediStar Wars The High Republic: A Test
of Courage - perfect for kids 8-12 years oldStar Wars The High Republic:
The Great Jedi Rescue - perfect for kids 5-8 years old
Spellcaster - Claudia Gray 2013-03-05
A darkly enchanting series from New York Times bestselling author
Claudia Gray about a teenage witch who battles dark forces in her small
town, perfect for fans of the Beautiful Creatures and Hex Hall series. A
boy cursed with visions that lead to madness. A girl granted the powers
to save him. As soon as Nadia arrives in Captive's Sound, she knows
something is seriously wrong. The town is shrouded in dark magic, more
powerful and complex than she has ever seen. Mateo has lived in
Captive's Sound his entire life, trying to dodge the local legend that his
family is "cursed" with insanity. When the mysterious girl he has been
dreaming of every night appears (Nadia), he fears the curse may be true.
But danger is coming, and Nadia and Mateo must work together to stop
this unknown force before it destroys everything in its path.
Desires of the Dead - Kimberly Derting 2011-02-15
The second book in the steamy, romantic Body Finder thriller series by
Kimberly Derting. Violet and Jay are finally dating, but adjusting to the
new relationship is not as easy as Violet anticipated. Especially when she
has to split Jay’s time and attention with his new best friend, Mike, and
Mike’s pesky younger sister—who happens to be obsessed with Jay.
Meanwhile, when Violet’s special abilities lead her to the body of a young
boy, her tip to the police puts her on the radar of the FBI. Violet tries to
fend off the FBI’s questions while maintaining the semblance of a normal
life, but somebody’s leaving her threatening notes and an echo around
Mike’s house reinforces that all is not right. Violet is forced to admit that
perhaps the only people who can help her figure it out are the very
people she’s desperate to avoid—the FBI. Desires of the Dead is the
compulsive second book in the four-book Body Finder series by Kimberly
Derting.
Spellbound - Cara Lynn Shultz 2011-07-01
What's a girl to do when meeting The One means she's cursed to die a
horrible death? Life hasn't been easy on sixteen-year-old Emma Conner,
so a new start in New York may be just the change she needs. But the
posh Upper East Side prep school she has to attend? Not so much.
Friendly faces are few and far between, except for one that she's
irresistibly drawn to—Brendan Salinger, the guy with the rock-star good
looks and the richest kid in school, who might just be her very own white
knight. But even when Brendan inexplicably turns cold, Emma can't stop
staring. Ever since she laid eyes on him, strange things have been
happening. Streetlamps go out wherever she walks, and Emma's been
having the oddest dreams: visions of herself in past lives—visions that
warn her to stay away from Brendan. Or else.
Hourglass - Claudia Gray 2010-03-09
Bianca will risk everything to be with Lucas. After escaping from
Evernight Academy, the vampire boarding school where they met, Bianca
and Lucas take refuge with Black Cross, a fanatical group of vampire
hunters. Bianca must hide her supernatural heritage or risk certain
death at their hands. But when Black Cross captures her friend—the
vampire Balthazar—hiding is no longer an option. Soon, Bianca and
Lucas are on the run again, pursued not only by Black Cross, but by the
powerful leaders of Evernight. Yet no matter how far they travel, Bianca
can't escape her destiny. Bianca has always believed their love could
survive anything . . . but can it survive what's to come?
Star Wars Lost Stars, Vol. 1 (manga) - Claudia Gray 2018-05-01
The Empire can be seductive, particularly if you're an aspiring young
pilot... Thane Kyrell and Ciena Ree both know this very well when they

Evernight - Claudia Gray 2009-10-06
Bianca wants to escape. She's been uprooted from her small hometown
and enrolled at Evernight Academy, an eerie Gothic boarding school
where the students are somehow too perfect: smart, sleek, and almost
predatory. Bianca knows she doesn't fit in. Then she meets Lucas. He's
not the "Evernight type" either, and he likes it that way. Lucas ignores
the rules, stands up to the snobs, and warns Bianca to be careful—even
when it comes to caring about him. "I couldn't stand it if they took it out
on you," he tells Bianca, "and eventually they would." But the connection
between Bianca and Lucas can't be denied. Bianca will risk anything to
be with Lucas, but dark secrets are fated to tear them apart . . . and to
make Bianca question everything she's ever believed.
Born Wicked - Jessica Spotswood 2013-02-07
Romance, magic and an age-old prophecy - the first novel in a stunning
new paranormal young adult series. Born Wicked is to witches what
Twilight is to vampires! Our mother was a witch too, but she hid it
better. I miss her. To me, the magic feels like a curse. According to the
Brothers, it's devil-sent. Women who can do magic-they're either mad or
wicked. So I will do everything in my power to protect myself and my
sisters. Even if it means giving up my life - and my true love. Because if
the Brothers discover our secret, we're destined for the asylum, or prison
. . . or death. Praise for BORN WICKED: 'A tale so captivating, you don't
want it to end' - Andrea Cremer, New York Times bestselling author of
the Nightshade series Jessica Spotswood is a debut US author. She grew
up in a tiny one-stoplight town in Pennsylvania. Now she lives in a
gentrifying hipster neighbourhood in Washington, D.C. with her
playwright husband and a cuddly cat named Monkey. She's never
happier than when she's immersed in a good story, and swoony kissing
scenes are her favourite. Born Wicked is her debut novel for teens.
Check out the stunning trailer here
www.youtube.com/watch?v=KZztqxA58iw @jessica_shea
www.jessicaspotswood.com
Vacations from Hell - Libba Bray 2009-05-26
Five short stories in which a vacation takes a supernatural turn.
Fateful - Claudia Gray 2011-09-13
Eighteen-year-old maid Tess Davies is determined to escape the wealthy,
troubled family she serves. It’s 1912, and Tess has been trapped in the
employ of the Lisles for years, amid painful memories and twisted
secrets. But now the Lisle family is headed to America, with Tess in tow.
Once the ship they’re sailing on—the RMS Titanic—reaches its
destination, Tess plans to strike out and create a new lifefor herself. Her
single-minded focus shatters when she meets Alec, a handsome firstclass passenger who captivates her instantly. But Alec has secrets of his
own. He’s in a hurry to leave Europe, and whispers aboard the ship say
it’s because of the tragic end of his last affair with the French actress
who died so gruesomely and so mysteriously. . . . Soon Tess will learn
just how dark Alec’s past truly is. The danger they face is no ordinary
enemy: werewolves exist and are stalking him—and now her, too. Her
growing love for Alec will put Tess in mortal peril, and fate will do the
same before their journey on the Titanic is over. In Fateful, New York
Times bestselling author Claudia Gray delivers paranormal adventure,
dark suspense, and alluring romance set against the opulent backdrop of
the Titanic’s first—and last—voyage.
Star Wars: The High Republic: Into the Dark - Claudia Gray 2021-02-02
Long before the First Order, before the Empire, before even The
Phantom Menace...Jedi lit the way for the galaxy in The High
Republic.Padawan Reath Silas is being sent from the cosmopolitan
galactic capital of Coruscant to the undeveloped frontier—and he
couldn’t be less happy about it. He’d rather stay at the Jedi Temple,
studying the archives. But when the ship he’s traveling on is knocked out
of hyperspace in a galactic-wide disaster, Reath finds himself at the
center of the action. The Jedi and their traveling companions find refuge
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enroll Imperial Academy, eager to pursue their dreams. When Thane
discovers the darker side of the Empire, though, and defects to the
Rebellion, the pair's lifelong friendship will be put to the ultimate test.
Will Thane and Ciena's relationship -- or even they themselves -- survive
this galactic conflict...?
Ten Thousand Skies Above You - Claudia Gray 2015-11-03
In this sequel to A Thousand Pieces of You by New York Times
bestselling author Claudia Gray, Marguerite races through various
dimensions to save the boy she loves. Ever since she used the Firebird,
her parents' invention, to cross through to alternate dimensions,
Marguerite has caught the attention of enemies who will do anything to
force her into helping them dominate the multiverse—even hurt the
people she loves. She resists until her boyfriend, Paul, is attacked, and
his consciousness is scattered across multiple dimensions. The hunt for
each splinter of Paul's soul sends Marguerite racing through a war-torn
San Francisco, the criminal underworld of New York City, and a
glittering Paris where another Marguerite hides a shocking secret. Each
dimension brings Marguerite one step closer to rescuing Paul. But with
every trial she faces, she begins to question the one constant she's found
between the worlds: their love for each other.
Stargazer - Claudia Gray 2009
Teenage vampire Bianca finds herself the target when evil wraiths attack
her boarding school, Evernight Academy.
Bloodline - Claudia Gray 2016
Includes an excerpt from a new book in the series, 'Star Wars. Aftermath:
life debt' by Chuck Wendig.
Stargazer - Claudia Gray 2009-03-24
The vampire in me was closer to the surface . . . Evernight Academy: an
exclusive boarding school for the most beautiful, dangerous students of
all—vampires. Bianca, born to two vampires, has always been told her
destiny is to become one of them. But Bianca fell in love with Lucas—a
vampire hunter sworn to destroy her kind. They were torn apart when his
true identity was revealed, forcing him to flee the school. Although they
may be separated, Bianca and Lucas will not give each other up. She will
risk anything for the chance to see him again, even if it means coming
face-to-face with the vampire hunters of Black Cross—or deceiving the
powerful vampires of Evernight. Bianca's secrets will force her to live a
life of lies. Yet Bianca isn't the only one keeping secrets. When Evernight
is attacked by an evil force that seems to target her, she discovers the
truth she thought she knew is only the beginning. . . .
Hourglass - Claudia Gray 2010
Bianca has found refuge again with the Black Cross and she and Lucas
work desperately to keep her secret. In this company, being a vampire is
a death sentence and the two of them live and train alongside the
hunters without anyone noticing her increasing need for blood.
The Devouring - Simon Holt 2008-09-01
When Reggie finds an old journal and reads about the Vours,
supernatural creatures who feast on fear and attack on the eve of the
winter solstice, she assumes they are just the musings of some lunatic
author. But soon, they become a terrifying reality when she begins to
suspect that her timid younger brother might be one of their victims.
Risking her life and her sanity, Reggie enters a living nightmare to save
the people she loves. Can she devour own her fears before they devour
her? Bone-chilling, terrifying, thrilling...what are you waiting for?
Out for Blood - Alyxandra Harvey 2010-12-21
Hunter Wild just wants to get through her last year at the secret HeliosRa Academy. To do so, she'll have to betray her grandfather, date a
vampire, and possibly take down the entire League-all before winter
break.
Defy the Stars - Claudia Gray 2017-04-04
From the New York Times bestselling author of Star Wars: Lost Stars
and Bloodline comes a thrilling sci-fi adventure that Kass Morgan,
bestselling author of The 100 series, calls "startlingly original and
achingly romantic...nothing short of masterful." She's a soldier--Noemi
Vidal is willing to risk anything to protect her planet, Genesis, including
her own life. To their enemies on Earth, she's a rebel. He's a machine-Abandoned in space for years, utterly alone, Abel's advanced
programming has begun to evolve. He wants only to protect his creator,
and to be free. To the people of Genesis, he's an abomination. Noemi and
Abel are enemies in an interstellar war, forced by chance to work
together as they embark on a daring journey through the stars. Their
efforts would end the fighting for good, but they're not without sacrifice.
The stakes are even higher than either of them first realized, and the
more time they spend together, the more they're forced to question
everything they'd been taught was true. An epic and romantic adventure,
stargazer-evernight-2-claudia-gray

perfect for fans of The Lunar Chronicles and Illuminae.
Defy the Worlds - Claudia Gray 2018-04-03
A stunning blend of action-packed science fiction and love against the
odds. Perfect for fans of the DIVERGENT series. Noemi Vidal dreams of
travelling through the stars one more time - but she is now an outcast
from her home planet of Genesis after a forbidden trip through the
galaxy with Abel, the most advanced cybernetic man ever created. But
when a deadly plague arrives on Genesis, Noemi gets her chance. As the
only soldier to have ever left the planet, it will be up to her to save its
people...if only she wasn't flying straight into a trap. On the run to avoid
his depraved creator's clutches, Abel believes he's said goodbye to
Noemi for the last time. After all, the entire universe stands between
them...or so he thinks. When word reaches him of Noemi's capture by the
very person he's trying to escape, Abel knows he must go to her, no
matter the cost. But capturing Noemi was only part of Burton Mansfield's
master plan. In a race against time, Abel and Noemi will come together
once more to discover a secret that could save the known worlds, or
destroy them all.
Ink Exchange - Melissa Marr 2009-03-31
The second installment in Melissa Marr’s #1 New York Times bestselling
Wicked Lovely series brings readers back to the land of faerie and
delivers another stunning, high-stakes romance. Unbeknownst to
mortals, a power struggle is unfolding in a world of shadows and danger.
After centuries of stability, the balance among the Faery Courts has
altered, and Irial, ruler of the Dark Court, is battling to hold his
rebellious and newly vulnerable fey together. If he fails, bloodshed and
brutality will follow. Seventeen-year-old Leslie knows nothing of faeries
or their intrigues. When she is attracted to an eerily beautiful tattoo of
eyes and wings, all she knows is that she has to have it, convinced it is a
tangible symbol of changes she desperately craves for her own life. The
tattoo does bring changes—not the kind Leslie has dreamed of, but
sinister, compelling changes that are more than symbolic. Those changes
will bind Leslie and Irial together, drawing Leslie deeper and deeper into
the faery world, unable to resist its allures, and helpless to withstand its
perils. . .
Mara, Daughter of the Nile - Eloise Jarvis McGraw 2018-03-20
An ingenious Egyptian slave girl undertakes a dangerous assignment as a
spy in the royal palace of Thebes during the rule of Queen Hatshepsut.
The Twilight Saga: The Official Illustrated Guide - Stephenie Meyer
2011-04-13
Immerse yourself in the world of Twilight with the official illustrated
guide to the #1 New York Times bestselling series featuring exclusive
illustrations, character profiles, and more! This must-have edition -- the
only official guide -- is the definitive encyclopedic reference to the
Twilight Saga and provides readers with everything they need to further
explore the unforgettable world Stephenie Meyer created in Twilight,
New Moon, Eclipse, Breaking Dawn, and The Short Second Life of Bree
Tanner. This comprehensive handbook -- essential for every Twilight
Saga fan -- is full-color throughout with nearly 100 gorgeous illustrations
and photographs and with exclusive material, character profiles,
genealogical charts, maps, extensive cross-references, and much more.
It's here! #1 bestselling author Stephenie Meyer makes a triumphant
return to the world of Twilight with the highly anticipated companion,
Midnight Sun: the iconic love story of Bella and Edward told from the
vampire's point of view. "People do not want to just read Meyer's books;
they want to climb inside them and live there." -- Time "A literary
phenomenon." -- The New York Times
Uninvited - Amanda Marrone 2009-10-27
When rejection comes back to bite you... Jordan's life sucks. Her
boyfriend, Michael, dumped her, slept his way through half the student
body, and then killed himself. But now, somehow, he appears at her
window every night, begging her to let him in. Jordan can't understand
why he wants her, but she feels her resistance wearing down. After all,
her life -- once a broken record of boring parties, meaningless hookups,
and friends she couldn't relate to -- now consists of her drinking alone in
her room as she waits for the sun to go down. Michael needs to be
invited in before he can enter. All Jordan has to do is say the words....
A Million Worlds with You - Claudia Gray 2016-11-01
The fate of the multiverse rests in Marguerite’s hands in the final
installment of the Firebird trilogy by New York Times bestselling author
Claudia Gray. Ever since she used the Firebird, her parent’s invention, to
cross through alternate dimensions, Marguerite has been at the center of
a cross-dimensional feud. Now she has learned that the evil Triad
Corporation plans to destroy hundreds of universes, using their ultimate
weapon: another dimension’s Marguerite who is wicked, psychologically
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twisted, and always one step ahead. Even though her boyfriend Paul has
always been at Marguerite’s side, the Triad’s last attack has left him a
changed man, and he may never be the same again. Marguerite alone
must stop Triad and prevent the destruction of the multiverse. It’s a
battle of the Marguerites . . . and only one can win. In the epic
conclusion to the sweeping series that kicked off with A Thousand Pieces
of You, fate and family will be questioned, loves will be won and lost, and
the multiverse will be forever changed.
A Thousand Pieces of You - Claudia Gray 2014-11-04
Cloud Atlas meets Orphan Black in this epic dimension-bending trilogy
by New York Times bestselling author Claudia Gray about a girl who
must chase her father's killer through multiple dimensions. Marguerite
Caine's physicist parents are known for their groundbreaking
achievements. Their most astonishing invention, called the Firebird,
allows users to jump into multiple universes—and promises to
revolutionize science forever. But then Marguerite's father is murdered,
and the killer—her parent's handsome, enigmatic assistant Paul—
escapes into another dimension before the law can touch him.
Marguerite refuses to let the man who destroyed her family go free. So
she races after Paul through different universes, always leaping into
another version of herself. But she also meets alternate versions of the
people she knows—including Paul, whose life entangles with hers in
increasingly familiar ways. Before long she begins to question Paul's
guilt—as well as her own heart. And soon she discovers the truth behind
her father's death is far more sinister than she expected. A Thousand
Pieces of You explores an amazingly intricate multi-universe where fate
is unavoidable, the truth elusive, and love the greatest mystery of all.
Haven - Mary Lindsey 2017-11-07
"We all hold a beast inside. The only difference is what form it takes
when freed." Rain Ryland has never belonged anywhere. He’s used to
people judging him for his rough background, his intimidating size, and
now, his orphan status. He’s always been on the outside, looking in, and
he’s fine with that. Until he moves to New Wurzburg and meets
Friederike Burkhart. Freddie isn’t like normal teen girls, though. And
someone wants her dead for it. Freddie warns he’d better stay far away if
he wants to stay alive, but Rain’s never been good at running from
trouble. For the first time, Rain has something worth fighting for, worth
living for. Worth dying for.
Mystic City - Theo Lawrence 2012-10-09
For fans of Matched, The Hunger Games, X-Men, and Blade Runner
comes a tale of a magical city divided, a political rebellion ignited, and a
love that was meant to last forever. Book One of the Mystic City Novels.
Aria Rose, youngest scion of one of Mystic City's two ruling rival families,
finds herself betrothed to Thomas Foster, the son of her parents' sworn
enemies. The union of the two will end the generations-long political
feud—and unite all those living in the Aeries, the privileged upper
reaches of the city, against the banished mystics who dwell below in the
Depths. But Aria doesn't remember falling in love with Thomas; in fact,
she wakes one day with huge gaps in her memory. And she can't
conceive why her parents would have agreed to unite with the Fosters in
the first place. Only when Aria meets Hunter, a gorgeous rebel mystic
from the Depths, does she start to have glimmers of recollection—and to
understand that he holds the key to unlocking her past. The choices she
makes can save or doom the city—including herself.
My Soul to Take - Rachel Vincent 2009-08-01
She doesn't see dead people, but… She senses when someone near her is
about to die. And when that happens, a force beyond her control compels
her to scream bloody murder. Literally. Kaylee just wants to enjoy having
caught the attention of the hottest guy in school. But a normal date is
hard to come by when Nash seems to know more about her need to
scream than she does. And when classmates start dropping dead for no
apparent reason, only Kaylee knows who'll be next…
The Murder of Mr. Wickham - Claudia Gray 2022-05-03
A summer house party turns into a thrilling whodunit when Jane Austen's
Mr. Wickham—one of literature’s most notorious villains—meets a
sudden and suspicious end in this brilliantly imagined mystery featuring
Austen’s leading literary characters. The happily married Mr. Knightley
and Emma are throwing a party at their country estate, bringing
together distant relatives and new acquaintances—characters beloved by
Jane Austen fans. Definitely not invited is Mr. Wickham, whose latest
financial scheme has netted him an even broader array of enemies. As
tempers flare and secrets are revealed, it’s clear that everyone would be
happier if Mr. Wickham got his comeuppance. Yet they’re all shocked
when Wickham turns up murdered—except, of course, for the killer
hidden in their midst. Nearly everyone at the house party is a suspect, so
stargazer-evernight-2-claudia-gray

it falls to the party’s two youngest guests to solve the mystery: Juliet
Tilney, the smart and resourceful daughter of Catherine and Henry,
eager for adventure beyond Northanger Abbey; and Jonathan Darcy, the
Darcys’ eldest son, whose adherence to propriety makes his father seem
almost relaxed. In this tantalizing fusion of Austen and Christie, from
New York Times bestselling author Claudia Gray, the unlikely pair must
put aside their own poor first impressions and uncover the guilty
party—before an innocent person is sentenced to hang. A VINTAGE
ORIGINAL
Balthazar - Claudia Gray 2012-03-06
For hundreds of years, the vampire Balthazar has been alone—without
allies, without love. When Balthazar agrees to help Skye Tierney, a
human girl who once attended Evernight Academy, he has no idea how
dangerous it will be. Skye’s newfound psychic powers have caught the
attention of Redgrave, the cruel, seductive master vampire responsible
for murdering Balthazar and his family four centuries ago. Now
Redgrave plans to use Skye’s powers for his own evil purposes. Balthazar
will do whatever it takes to stop Redgrave and exact his long-awaited
revenge against his killer. As Skye and Balthazar stand together to fight
him, they grow closer—first unwillingly, then undeniably. Balthazar
realizes his lonely world could finally be changed by her. . . . In a story
filled with forbidden love and dark suspense, one of the most beloved
characters in Claudia Gray’s New York Times bestselling Evernight
series will captivate readers with his battle to overcome his past and
follow his heart.
Afterlife - Claudia Gray 2011
When a shocking twist of fate turns Bianca into a wraith and Lucas into a
vampire, the star-crossed lovers have no choice but to return to the
sinister Evernight Academy to deal with the repercussions.
The First Midnight Spell - Claudia Gray 2013-11-05
In this suspenseful companion novella to New York Times bestselling
author Claudia Gray's Spellcaster, learn the tragic origins of the dark
witch Elizabeth. It's 1695, and Elizabeth Cooper is a young witch in
Fortune's Sound, Rhode Island. She spends her days perfecting spells
with the local coven and dreaming about one day marrying Nat Porter.
But Nat is the son of Widow Porter, another witch and the leader of their
coven. According to the First Laws of the Craft, Elizabeth is strictly
forbidden to marry him. Elizabeth never imagined dabbling in the dark
arts, bringing herself close to serving the One Beneath. But as she feels
Nat slipping away from her, she will do anything to secure his love. How
much harm could she do with one single spell, even if it is black magic?
Epic Reads Impulse is a digital imprint with new releases each month.
Defy the Fates - Claudia Gray 2019-04-02
The stunning finale to the Defy the Stars trilogy from the New York
Times bestselling author of Star Wars: Lost Stars and Bloodline. Hunted
and desperate. Abel only has one mission left that matters: save the life
of Noemi Vidal. To do that, he not only has to escape the Genesis
authorities, he also must face the one person in the galaxy who still has
the means to destroy him. Burton Mansfield's consciousness lives on,
desperate for a home, and Abel's own body is his last bargaining chip.
Alone in the universe. Brought back from the brink of death, Noemi Vidal
finds Abel has not only saved her life, but he's made her into something
else, something more. Not quite mech, yet not quite human any longer,
Noemi must find her place in a universe where she is utterly unique, all
while trying to create a world where anyone--even a mech--can be free.
The final battle between Earth and the colony planets is here, and there's
no lengths to which Earth won't go to preserve its domination over all
humanity. But together, the universe's most advanced mech and its first
human-mech hybrid might have the power to change the galaxy for good.
Feast of the Evernight - Ross Mackenzie 2021
Destiny and Deception - Shannon Delany 2012-01-31
The sensational fourth novel in the 13 to Life series sees Jessica and the
Rusakovas fighting to overcome their biggest challenge yet. With the
threat of the mafia seemingly gone and the company's headquarters in
Junction destroyed, Pietr Rusakova is adjusting to being a normal teen
and Jess is realizing normalcy may not be what she wanted after all. But
both Jess and Cat know the truth--that normal can't be taken for granted.
Their precious cure isn't permanent--and when a new danger stalks into
their small town, Alexi decides he must overcome his issues with the
mother who abandoned him to be raised by wolves and make a brand
new deal to save his adopted family.
Need - Carrie Jones 2009-04-01
Zara collects phobias the way other high school girls collect lipsticks.
Little wonder, since she's had a pretty rough life. Her father left when
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Protecting Chicago from the dark side of life can be an exhausting job,
especially when you're in high school. So when the girls of St. Sophia's
start gearing up for Sneak, their fall formal, Lily decides to take a break
from fighting to get ready for the event. But when a Reaper unexpectedly
crashes the party prep and Lily's firespell fails, she realizes that she has
a much bigger problem than a full social calendar...
Sorceress - Claudia Gray 2015-03-03
The triumphant conclusion to New York Times bestselling author Claudia
Gray's dazzling Spellcaster series. To save the lives of countless people
in Captive's Sound, Nadia swore herself to the One Beneath—to black
magic. Her plan, and the town's only hope, is for Nadia to learn enough
sorcery to strike back against the forces of evil. But now that she's
separated from her friends, her family, and her Steadfast, Mateo, Nadia
is more vulnerable than ever to the growing darkness. The final battle
lines are drawn, surprising alliances are made, and true love is tested in
the action-packed conclusion to the breathtaking Spellcaster series.
Star Wars Lost Stars, Vol. 3 (manga) - Claudia Gray 2019-11-12
Will the end of the conflict mean the end of their story...? Thane and
Ciena have survived to see the destruction of one Death Star and the
construction of another, but as they watch from opposite sides as the
Empire crumbles, can anything but tragedy await them at the end of
their journey?

she was a baby, and her stepfather just died. Her mother's pretty much
checked out - in fact, Mom's sent her to live with her grandmother in
cold and sleepy Maine to "keep Zara safe." Whatever that means. Zara
doesn't think she's in danger; she thinks her mother just can't deal.
Zara's wrong. The man she sees everywhere - the tall creepy guy who
points at her from the side of the road - yeh, he's not a figment of her
imagination. He's a pixie. And not the cute, sweet kind with little wings.
Maine's got a whole assortment of unbelievable creatures, like pixies and
were-people. And they seem to need something - something from Zara...
Look for the other exciting books in the Need series: Captivate, Entice,
and coming next year, Endure!
Strange Angels - Lili St. Crow 2009-05-14
In Strange Angels, Dru Anderson has what her grandmother called “the
touch.” (Comes in handy when you’re traveling from town to town with
your dad, hunting ghosts, suckers, wulfen, and the occasional zombie.)
Then her dad turns up dead—but still walking—and Dru knows she’s
next. Even worse, she’s got two guys hungry for her affections, and
they’re not about to let the fiercely independent Dru go it alone. Will Dru
discover just how special she really is before coming face-to-fang with
whatever—or whoever— is hunting her?
Charmfall - Chloe Neill 2012-01-03
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